List of projects for Software Engineering Course, 2015

1. Inventory management for Formula Student Team
2. Seminar Management System
3. Automated Core Course Scheduling
4. Web-based annotation system for temporal structures (TempAnnot)
5. Smart Factories Anomaly Detection
6. Clinical Data Intelligence Recommending Treatment Steps
7. Actors’ Mailing Lists
8. Web-based semantic visualization tool
9. MedicalExperimentDesigner
10. Fair ForEx
11. RPGSoundMixer++
12. DiceViewer
13. Voting plugin for Redmine
14. Web front-end for Android GUI test generator
15. Analysis Bots Platform for GitHub
16. A Web-Editor for STORYWALKER
17. MetaTrack: A database management system for documenting scientific datasets
18. Usable and customizable LaTeX reference management for law and social sciences
19. Interaction support for lectures
20. Extend "Uni Saar" app with recent iPhone features
21. Bring "Uni Saar" to Apple TV
22. Bring "Uni Saar" to Apple Watch
23. Manual Work Step Analysis in Production Environments
24. Usable Security A Study Participant Management Tool
25. Cross-Domain Issue Tracker
26. RefMod-Miner: Frontend Architecture
27. RefMod-Miner: CLI Re-Design
28. Smart Service Platform
29. Web-based visualization and corpus management for language modeling
30. Platform for conducting user studies in the field of HCI
31. Recording Teleprompter Webapp
32. Journalists Award System & Review (JAS.R)
33. PowerPoint Streaming
34. Agenda System
35. Purchase System
36. Software for warehouse logistics
37. Exercise Sheet Generator
38. Facebook Post Analyzer
39. Visualization of the Interwebz
40. Software-Based Network Flow Aggregation
41. NodeBuzz 2.0
42. Towards NEFI 2.0
43. Crowd-based online assessment of 3D animations
44. Clinical Diagnosis iPhone App - The Phenomizer
45. 2D Browser Teaching RPG
46. The smart phone project
47. Live-Tracking Frequentierung Uni-Fit Fitnesszentrum und bildliche Darstellung erhobener Log-Ins Daten im Tagesverlauf
48. Visual feedback in language learning
49. WG management script/app "Kaffeekeasse"
50. Database frontend for medical gate analysis data
51. ThUnis Accounting Helper
52. COLEMASS - COmmon Living rules Enforcement through home autoMAtion of Shared Spaces
53. Elastic and transparent test execution in the Cloud
54. A virtualization based platform for autotesting Debian packages